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The paper describes full-scale tests of a 7,25 m long corrugated steel pipe with a diameter of 1.40 m. The corrugation pattern was 125×26 mm and the steel was 2 mm
thick. The backfill height over the pipe crown was 0,5 m. The deterioration of the tested
steel pipe was simulated by removing a part of its bottom. Strain gauges and optical
prisms were installed on the metal surface to determine the stresses, internal forces in the
metal shell and additionally its deformation. The results of the measurements are presented as graphs and tables. The main goal of the full-scale tests was to assess the performance of the deteriorated steel pipe subjected to static loads and to evaluate the
changes in the distribution of the internal forces, caused by the increasing corrosion of
the bottom part of the tested pipe.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Buried metal structures made of corrugated steel sheets are increasingly
commonly used in different branches of industry – most commonly as culverts
under traffic routes. Many of such structures carry watercourses through road or
railway embankments and so the bottom part of their steel shell is highly exposed to corrosion. In order to ensure their long service life various anticorrosion
protections, such as zinc coatings or additional paint or polymer coatings, are
used. But corrosion is unavoidable and after an appropriately long time it can
lead to the deterioration in the performance of the structure. The rate of corrosion of the coatings can substantially increase due to abrasion (the degradation
of the structure’s surface and edges by the rapid flow of water and the materials
carried by it) or to the salinity of the water flowing off the road. Examples of
research on durability of compliant structures made of corrugated steel sheets,
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including the relevantt bibliographhy, can be fo
ound in El-T
Taher & Mooore (2008)
and Janussz & Madaj (2009).
(
The aim
a of this paper
p
was too assess the effect
e
of advvancing corrrosion loss
processes on the behavvior of comppliant structu
ures (culvertss) under statiic load.

2. TEST
TED STRU
UCTURE
Tests were carriedd out on a fuull-scale culvert built speccially for tesst purposes
(Figure 1)). A 7.25 m long steel (S250GD,
(
minimal
m
yieldd point Re = 250 MPa)
HelCor pipe 1.4 m inn diameter constituted
c
the
t shell. Thhe 2 mm thiick sheet’s
corrugatioon was 125 × 26 mm, as shown in Figure 2. The pipe
p was burried in soil
the speciffications of which
w
can be found in details
d
in Koorusiewicz (22015). The
backfill height above the
t pipe crow
wn (the soil surcharge)
s
am
mounted to 00.5 m. The
backfill was
w laid in 25 ÷ 30 cm thhick layers and
a compactted in accorddance with
the proceddures properr for such struuctures.

Figure 1.. View of testeed culvert

Figure 2. Geoometry of the tested culvertt (dimension inn millimeters))
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Strainn gauges and optical prism
ms were instaalled in the central
c
part oof the pipe,
as shown in Figure 3.. The measurred strains were
w
used to determine thhe stresses
and internnal forces inn the steel shhell and meaasured displaacements weere used to
determinee the deformeed shape of the
t pipe.

Figgure 3. Schem
matic showing locations
l
of sttrain gauges and
a optical priisms

The effect
e
of corrrosion was modeled as a surface looss (a punctture in the
sheet) in the bottom part of the shell, by cu
utting out unniformly spaaced holes,
amountingg to 24% annd 48% of the
t assumed
d surface areea subject to corrosion
(Figure 4)).

Figure 4. Simulation off material losss caused by co
orrosion: a) loss amounting to 24% of
shhell bottom suurface, b) loss amounting to
o 48% of shelll bottom surfaace

The teest program was compleex; nevertheless, the folloowing three stages can
be distingguished in it:
Stage 1 – tests of the
t shell at 0%
0 corrosion
n of the bottoom,
Stage 2 – tests of the
t shell at 24%
2
corrosio
on of the botttom,
Stage 3 – tests of the
t shell at 48%
4
corrosio
on of the botttom.
At eacch of the stagges, the culvert was loadeed by placing steel sheet coils on it
(in its cenntral part) − Figure
F
1. Thee load was ap
pplied symm
metrically (thee load axis
coincidedd with the veertical axis of
o the pipe) - Figure 5. The
T weight oof the steel
coils was transferred to
t the top surrface of the backfill
b
via a system schhematically
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shown in Figure 5 in order
o
to simuulate the load
d of one vehhicle axle (P = 100 kN)
exerted onn the culvertt. The schem
me of one veehicle axle was
w adopted in accordance withh Polish Staandard PN-85/S-10030 without
w
conssidering the additional
uniformlyy distributed load as well as the dynam
mic factor.

Figure 5. Cullvert loading configuration
c
(dimension inn millimeters))

3. TEST
T RESULTS
For reeasons of space, only thhe changes of the internaal forces andd displacements in the steel sheell under thee symmetric load P = 1000 kN are prresented in
this paperr. The resultts illustrate the
t behaviorr of the testeed structure under the
load at thhe different stages
s
of testting and enaable an assesssment of thee effect of
corrosion on the conssidered quanntities. It sho
ould be menntioned that the deformation off the culvertt during bacckfilling pro
ocess was noot taken intoo account.
Readings of measuredd strains and displacemen
nts were takeen just after pputting the
static loadd.
The innternal forcees (axial forcces n and ben
nding momeents m) in thee specified
shell cross sections weere calculateed from the fo
ollowing equuations:

n  h  t  σ D  h  t  σ G 

m  σ D  σ G 

If
h

Af
2h

(3.1)

(3.2)

where:
σD and σG – circumferrential stresss in the corru
ugation’s riddge and trouggh, respectively;
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Af and If – the area and moment of inertia of the cross section (fold) per unit
width;
h – corrugation height; t – sheet thickness.
Details concerning how the stresses and internal forces in the cross sections
of the corrugated shells were determined on the basis of tensometric measurements can be found in Korusiewicz et al. (2012), Kunecki & Korusiewicz
(2013).
The distribution of axial forces and bending moments in the tested pipe (under the applied load) for the three stages of testing is presented in Figures 6 and
7, respectively. The deformation shape of the shell for the three stages of testing
is presented in Figure 8.

Figure 6. Axial forces in different stages of testing

Figure 7. Bending moments in different stages of testing
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Figure 8. Deformation shape of the shell for different stages of testing (scale factor
1:100).

It should be noted that since the measuring set was calibrated before each of
the stages the presented results do not include the loading history. Despite some
imperfections, this procedure makes it possible to compare the response of the
tested structure to the applied loads in the adopted experimental variants. The
diagrams in Figure 6 and 7 show that damage to the pipe’s bottom has a significant effect on the values of the internal forces and on the distribution of axial
forces in the selected measuring points. The largest changes were observed in
the shell crown region. A preliminary analysis of the test results for all the
measuring points indicates that the highest normal stresses occur in measuring
point 4. The extreme stresses (in the edge fibers of the shell cross section) σext
are an algebraic sum of the stress σn produced by axial force and the stress σm
produced by bending moment. The stress values and displacements for all measuring points are presented in Table 1.
The stresses (in point 4) for the first, second and third stage of testing
amount to respectively: σext = 8.7 MPa, 41.6 MPa, 97.6 MPa; σn = 0.2 MPa,
4.3 MPa, 2.6 MPa; σm = ±8.5 MPa, ±37.3 MPa, ±95.0 MPa. The maximum deflection was recorded in point 4 and for the first, second and third stage of testing amounted to respectively: 1.0 mm, 1.9 mm, 2.7 mm.
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Table 1. Stresses and displacements in the metal shell.
Point
name

Stress
σn
[MPa]

Stress
σm [MPa]

1L
2L
3L
4
3R
2R
1R

0.6
–0.7
–2.6
0.2
–2.6
–0.4
0.7

±7.3
±2.3
±6.1
±8.5
±3.5
±1.1
±6.0

1L
2L
3L
4
3R
2R
1R

–1.5
–1.4
–5.4
4.3
0.0
–1.0
–1.1

±6.9
±7.7
±28.2
±37.3
±11.1
±17.2
±0.5

1L
2L
3L
4
3R
2R
1R

–4.3
–5.2
–14.1
2.6
–3.7
–3.4
–4.1

±6.9
±15.0
±45.9
±95.0
±25.1
±15.8
±1.3

Horizontal
Stress
displacement (x)
σext
[MPa]
[mm]
Stage 1
7.9
–0.1
–3.0
–0.4
–8.7
–0.5
8.7
–0.7
–6.1
0.6
–1.5
0.6
6.7
0.5
Stage 2
–8.4
–0.2
–9.1
–0.5
–33.6
–0.9
41.6
–0.6
–11.1
0.0
–18.2
0.4
–1.6
–0.1
Stage 3
–11.2
0.8
–20.1
0.3
–60.0
–0.3
97.6
0.6
–28.8
0.8
–19.2
0.7
–5.4
0.4

Vertical
displacement (y)
[mm]
0.2
0.1
0.3
1.0
0.8
0.2
0.6
0.5
0.5
0.7
1.9
1.3
1.2
1.0
1.1
1.3
1.4
2.7
2.0
1.9
1.9

4. CONCLUSIONS
The following conclusions were drawn:
1) Corrosion of the culvert steel shell bottom affects the distribution and
magnitude of the internal forces (stresses) and deflections in the upper
uncorroded parts of the shell.
2) Bending moment has a decisive effect on the magnitude and changes of
normal stress in the cross sections of the shell.
3) Even when the culvert bottom is corroded, the stresses produced by the
applied loads are much lower than the yield point of the steel used (the
maximum registered stress was about 2.5 times lower than the yield
point).
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4) It should be noted that the total stress in the given shell cross sections is
a sum of the operational stresses and the stresses which arose during the
backfilling process (dead load). As a rule, the latter stresses are much
higher than the operational stresses (Machelski 2013) and have a decisive
bearing on the satisfaction of the strength criterion for this type of structures.
5) The observed asymmetric distribution of deformations and internal forces
may be caused by the loading history (the entire test program consisted of
a variety of symmetrical and asymmetrical loads) as well as by the existing embankment on only one side of the tested culvert.
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